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Using IE8 to open plugin editor in the WYSIWYG edit screen causes errors

Status

 Closed

Subject

Using IE8 to open plugin editor in the WYSIWYG edit screen causes errors

Version

11.x

Category

• Error

Feature

Browser Compatibility
WYSIWYG (What You See is What You Get)
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Resolution status

Fixed or Solved

Submitted by

Geoff Brickell

Lastmod by

Geoff Brickell

Rating

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) ?

Description

Serious problem with IE8 since it is still a major browser for many users ie they haven't generally upgraded PCs for a while and are still running XP so cannot use IE9 and may not be allowed to use another browser.

An error occurs for lots of individual plugins - eg BOX, FILE, IFRAME, INCLUDE etc., etc., when trying to open the plugin editor in the wysiwyg edit screen.

The simple IE8 debugger says:

/lib/ckeditor_tiki/tikiplugins/plugin.js?t=D3NA, line 37 character 6

Error: 'null' is null or not an object

Plugin editor opens OK when accessed direct from the wiki page using the edit icon.

FIXED

Priority

25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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